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ABSTRACT Continuous measurement of blood pressure is crucial to the assessment of many medical

conditions. However, the current clinical gold standard involving an arterial catheter, occluding cuff, and

other invasive procedures are performed in hospital settings while home-based devices can provide only

intermittent measurement and are not as reliable. Therefore, there is a significant need for continuous non-

invasive blood pressure (cNIBP) monitoring in the daily life. Pulse transit time (PTT)/pulse arrival time

(PAT) - based blood pressure measurement has proven its potential to address this need. In this article, we

present state-of-the-art devices and recent literature related to measurement technologies used in PTT/PAT

- based methods for cNIBP monitoring. Various physiological signals which could be used to enable cNIBP

in the home setting are categorized into two groups (i.e., proximal waveforms and distal waveforms) and

are thoroughly discussed and compared. Given insightful analysis of these waveforms, we highlight their

combinations to derive PTT/PAT values for BP measurement then discuss challenges presented from the

cuffless and PTT/PAT - based nature of these devices. Finally, we conclude with future directions needed

for home-based cNIBP adaptation and present societal broader impacts.

INDEX TERMS Continuous Non-Invasive Blood Pressure, Proximal waveform, Distal waveform, Pulse

Transit Time, Pulse Arrival Time, Healthcare IoT.

I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous blood pressure monitoring in patient settings

involves an invasive, oftentimes painful procedure that car-

ries risks [1]. If done with an arterial line, it is painful to

place and must stay affixed, increasing patient discomfort and

possibility of infection. There is currently no good solution

for continuous blood pressure monitoring in the outpatient

setting which has been shown to be extremely beneficial to

patient outcomes given blood pressure variability throughout

the day. Recently, continuous non-invasive blood pressure

(cNIBP) has become a viable option for patients needing

long-term monitoring and preventive care, ideally in the

home setting. The landscape of non-invasive blood pressure

has been dominated by techniques reliant on Korotokoff

sounds and oscillometry for more than 100 years [2]. Though

these techniques were proven to be grounded on well-

studied physiological phenomena, they lack the continuity

that cNIBP could provide such as additional insights to

prevent and understand diseases [3].

Blood pressure (BP), or pulse wave, is a dynamic physio-

logical parameter that changes over time due to factors such

as age, activity, and mental stress [4], [5]. Discrete BP mea-

surements cannot fully reveal these dynamic characteristics

of BP on individuals; hence, continuous BP monitoring can

become much more informative if it is widely available and

easy to obtain. Furthermore, cNIBP sensors can be feasibly

designed to be cuffless and wearable. The Penaz method

(volume clamp) and tonometry [2], [6] are popular cNIBP
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methods. The Penaz method is cuff-based and optically mea-

sures the arterial volume in a limb, such as a finger or a toe,

by applying pressure via an occluding cuff. The accuracy of

volume clamp methods is known to be sensitive to the auto-

matic recalibration process. Specifically, the volume clamp

method often overestimates systolic BP [6]. Additionally,

continual use of volume clamps increases the risk of venous

congestion in the measuring site, and repeated and long-term

wear to the same region become very uncomfortable and

even painful for the subject, making this method not viable

for long-term wear [6], [7]. Tonometry measures arterial

pressure by applying force over a superficial artery to distort

the vessel. This can be performed through a wristband or

with a hand-held instrument and records pulsatility from

applied force flattening the chosen superficial artery, which

overcomes issues with blood vessel occlusion [2]. However,

tonometry methods can become problematic as they are

sensitive to imprecise placements of the device and easily

result in inaccurate readings, especially with patient move-

ment. Hence, establishing a calibrated baseline of tonometry

readings remains challenging. The tonometry method may

need to be paired with an occluding cuff to obtain calibrated

results [3], [6].

Thus, to make cNIBP possible, alternative schemes are

required. The use of pulse wave velocity (PWV) or its re-

ciprocal, pulse transit time (PTT), is an attractive surrogate

for cNIBP. In principle, PWV refers to the velocity at which

pressure pulses propagate through the arterial tree. While

traveling toward the peripheral arteries, the arrival times of a

pressure pulse at two different sites (i.e., proximal and distal

sites) of the arterial tree are detected, which results in PTT

(Fig. 1.c). The PWV parameter was determined as the ratio

between the distance between the two measurement sites (D)

and PTT as shown in the follow equation.

PWV =
D

PTT
(1)

The propagation of blood in the artery is very similar to

that of the propagation of a compressible fluid. Indeed, the

elasticity of an artery is related to the velocity of the volume

pulses propagating through it, which can be described by the

Moens-Kortweg (MK) equation [8]:

PWV =

√

hE0eaP

ρd
(2)

where h is the thickness in an elastic artery, d is the diameter,

and ρ is the blood density. E0 is the zero-pressure modulus

in mmHg, and a is a constant that depends on the particular

vessel (typically 0.016 mmHg−1 to 0.018 mmHg−1). From

(1) and (2), it indicates that high BP corresponds to high

PWV, which in turn means a low PTT value. Given PTT/PAT-

based method’s potential for cNIBP, the following are com-

monly used steps for practical PTT/PAT-based cuffless BP

monitoring [2], [9]:

1) Obtain proximal waveforms and distal waveforms.

2) Calculate PTT from the waveforms, either from foot-

to-foot or peak-to-peak of the waveforms.

3) Calibrate various parameters to derive the relationship

between PTT and BP.

Although PTT-based methods are promising, the wave propa-

gation theory behind PTT via the MK and Hughes Equations

is a subject of controversy. Experimental results showed that

the elastic modulus E used in the MK equation depends not

only on BP but also on the age of the central arteries [10],

while BP and smooth muscle (SM) mainly affect the periph-

eral elasticity [11]. Therefore, reliance on the relationship

between E and BP alone greatly impacts the accuracy of

PTT/PAT-based BP estimation methods.
As described above, PTT has been proven as a powerful

physiological parameter to derive BP with strong physio-

logical mechanisms as evidenced by its involvement in the

MK equation. Apart from PTT, pulse transit time (PAT)

has captured great interest and thus been interchangeably

used with PTT, which can create confusion between research

questions, protocol development, and findings [12]. The dis-

crepancy between these two is intuitively mentioned in a

recent published book about cNIBP [2]. From the book, PTT

is described as the time that an arterial pressure wave requires

to propagate along the walls of a given segment of the arterial

tree while PAT is the time at which an arterial pressure wave

arrives at a certain point of the arterial tree. PAT can be

measured as the time delay between the R-wave peak of the

ECG signal and a particular point of the photoplethysmogram

(PPG) signal, as shown in Fig. 6a. PAT is equal to the sum of

PTT and the pre-ejection period (PEP) delay:

PAT = PTT + PEP (3)

where PEP is the time needed to convert the electrical signal

into a mechanical pumping force and isovolumetric contrac-

tion to open the aortic valve. PEP can be calculated by the

delay between R-wave of ECG and impedance cardiogram

(ICG) or the use of combination between phonocardiogram

(PCG) and ICG signal [2], [6]. Due to its complexity when

multiple physiological signals needed to get the PEP value,

the use of PAT to estimate BP gains popularity. However,

the accuracy of using PAT is still controversial [13]. Thus,

another alternative approach requiring less physiological sig-

nals is proposed in [14]. The study shows that PEP accounts

for 7% of the RR interval for approximately 20% of PTT

measured at the fingertips at rest. In this review, we will

cover measurement technologies using either PTT or PAT to

estimate BP.
There have been numerous review papers summarizing

various aspects of cNIBP (e.g., relationship among BP, PWV,

and PTT/PAT; different BP models and algorithms to derive

BP; and its feasibility for telemonitoring). Specifically, a

theoretical exploration of PTT, PAT, and PWV to BP is rigor-

ously investigated in [3], [15] while other review papers [16],

[17] briefly mention about it. However, these works [16], [17]
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are more focused on cNIBP’s feasibility for telemonitoring,

revealing challenges this technology needs to overcome in

order to apply it to practical scenarios. Besides, cNIBP based

on photoplethysmogram (PPG) has gained great interest as

several papers [12], [18], [19] solely review this method.

For instance, Wang and colleagues [18] intuitively provide

PPG sensing principles of operation, PPG sensor circuit

configurations for BP measurement, as well as different BP

models and algorithms for calculating BP values. Single-site

and multi-site PPG technologies are reviewed in [12], [19],

which provides audience a broad overview on the use of PPG

to derive BP. All those review papers show the theoretical

exploration and potential approaches of cNIBP. Nevertheless,

to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is a lack of

a comprehensive review on various deployed physiological

signals as well as measurement technologies for cNIBP.

In this context, our review aims to systematically elucidate

procedures to enable reliably ubiquitous cNIBP monitoring

via PTT/PAT. We first describe current state-of-the-art mea-

surement technologies to obtain desired physiological signals

(i.e., proximal and distal waveform) for cNIBP (Section

II). Next, discussion on waveform combinations to achieve

PTT/PAT value for BP estimation (Section III) as well as

challenges of cNIBP for telemedicine are presented (Section

IV). Finally, in the future direction (Section V), we provide

some anticipation and recommendations for cNIBP monitor-

ing in general and PTT/PAT-based methods in specific. It is

worth noting that there is an increasing number of papers

focusing on analyzing waveform morphology and using ma-

chine learning techniques to estimate BP from the derived

features. Since this review paper is about instrumentation

and PTT/PAT measurement techniques, such studies are not

discussed in detail.

II. NONINVASIVE MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGIES

Obtaining the proximal waveforms and the distal waveforms

is the first step in PTT/PAT-based BP measurements. In this

section, we first review measurement technologies to derive

proximal waveforms and distal waveforms (Section II-A and

B, respectively) and present the morphology and properties

of those. The highlights of parts A and B are summarized in

Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

A. MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGIES TO ACQUIRE

PROXIMAL WAVEFORMS

Proximal waveforms present cardiac electrophysiolgical in-

formation and are leading in time compared to distal wave-

forms due to the proximity of the sensor’s placement to the

heart. The following four signals are prominent proximal

waveforms for BP technologies (Fig. 1d). Table I summarizes

their signal morphologies, regions of interest, acquisition

methods, advantages, and disadvantages.

1) Electrocardiogram

Electrocardiogram (ECG, or EKG) is a widely used biosignal

in the medical field, especially in the clinical setting, for

cardiovascular-related diagnosis and vital monitoring [20].

This waveform is also a common proximal waveform used

in PTT/PAT-based BP derivation and is typically paired with

photoplethysmogram (PPG) in cuff-less, non-invasive ap-

proaches using PAT or PTT [21]–[23]. This signal measures

the small voltage changes in the electrical activity of the

heart over time in each cardiac cycle by using electrodes

attached on the body. In clinical settings, ECG electrodes

are placed across the chest (precordium), lower arms, and

lower legs with grounding electrodes to create a 12-lead

ECG system, providing the clearest waveform [24]. This

sensing technology is most commonly found in hospital and

clinical settings while recently-developed approaches aim to

be applicable for daily use in remote or home-based care

[21]–[23]. Some of these home-based approaches include

using 1-lead instead of 12-leads to record ECG and weaving

the electrodes into textiles for signal acquisition [25], [26].

The waveform includes P waves, QRS complexes, and T

waves, which provides more information about the heart than

other waveforms such as PPG that usually displays one or

two peaks. Current ECG methods for BP data acquisition

include those employing machine learning or deep learning

combined with PAT or PTT [27], [28].

2) Ballistocardiogram

The Ballistocardiogram (BCG) signal demonstrates the mo-

tion imparted to the body from the motion of the blood

and the heart during each cardiac cycle. These repeated

motions happen due to the rapid acceleration of blood when

it is ejected and transferred into other vessels of the body

during periods of relaxation and contraction, known as di-

astole and systole, respectively. In other words, BCG can

provide information about the overall performance of the

circulatory system, as it measures the mass movements, i.e.,

the mass of the circulating blood and the heart during the

cardiac cycle [29]. The BCG waveform comprises several

waves designated as H, I, J, K, and L. Although its mor-

phological patterns are clearly defined, the understanding of

this BCG wave is mainly based upon empirical correlations

with other measurements such as ECG, phonocardiogram

(PCG), and BP waveforms [30]. It is worth noting that BCG’s

morphology varies between subjects due to their postures,

i.e., sleeping or sitting. Recent advances in electronics and

sensing technologies have enabled sensors currently used

for BCG signal data acquisition through various configura-

tions and regions of interest (ROI), such as the wrist, ear,

and feet on a scale-like platform or embedded in bed/chair

[31]–[33]. For instance, a BCG-based sensor, namely mu-

Rata (Nagaokakyo, Kyoto, Japan), uses an ultra-sensitive

accelerometer to capture the bed’s vibrations generated by

a subject’s heart rate, respiration, and body movement. A

microcontroller is used to process the information and pro-

vides heart rate, respiratory rate, heart rate variability, stroke

volume measurements, and bed status indication [34]. Those

sensors embedded in bed/chair are considered non-contact

because they do not adhere to the body, which increases the
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FIGURE 1: The overview of sensor’s placement, proximal, and distal waveforms for cNIBP: (a) Common sensor’s placement

on body to acquire waveform for cNIBP (e.g., 1.-7.); (b) Commonly used calibration tools (cuff BP device, sphymomanometer,

volume clamp); (c) Schematic diagram of the pressure pulse wave velocity propagate through the arterial tree; (d) Proximal

and distal waveforms used to derive PTT value: proximal waveforms usually relates to cardiac-related activities signal,

including electrocardiogram (ECG), Ballistocardiogram (BCG), Phonocardiogram (PCG) and Seismocardiogram (SCG). Distal

waveforms usually used to measure pulse signal from artery peripheral, including photoplethysmogram (PPG), Speckleplethys-

mogram (SPG), impedance plethysmography (IPG), videoplethysmogram (VPG), Ultrasound (US), Magneticplethsmogram

(MPG), radar-based pulse (RBP) and mechanical-based pulse (MBP).

applicability and users’ comfort. Moreover, it can be used for

a wide range of users (e.g., adults and children) in various

care settings. However, it can be challenging due to the bed-

based setup. If more people lay on the bed, it can induce extra

motion, thereby causing errors in measurements. Another

approach uses microelectromechanical (MEMS) gyroscopes

to measure the angular Ballistocardiogram signal that is

indicative of rotational movement of a subject’s chest. The

main advantage of these sensors is that it is not affected

by gravity, which makes the measurement approximately

independent of the position or posture of the monitored

subject [35], [36]. Other types of sensors have also been

investigated for BCG-based monitoring such as piezoelectric

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) sensors, electromechanical

film (EMFi) sensors, pneumatic sensors, and fiber Bragg

grating (FBG) sensors [37], [38]. While the use of PVDF

sensors has proven to possess some advantages (e.g., user’s

comfort, a wide range of applications), EMFi sensors also

have high sensitivity which is considered better than piezo

materials. However, with high intrinsic resistance and bubble

structures, the charge formed by a pressure applied to the

sensor can be preserve for a long time. Besides, with high

temperature (i.e., above 50 °C) applied, it may deteriorate the

material.

3) Phonocardiogram

In additional to methods of diagnosing heart-related issues

with the use of ECG or BCG, understanding the characteris-

tics of the heart sound (HS), also known as heart auscultation,

is another useful diagnostic method to get valuable infor-
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mation of heart valves and heart hemodynamic functions.

Phonocardiogram (PCG) is a diagnostic graphical method

of recording sounds with the help of a specific equipment,

namely phonocardiograph [39]. There are two dominant

types of heart sounds, which are denoted respectively as S1

and S2, corresponding to the beginning of the ventricular

systole and the onset of the ventricular diastole [40]. Auscul-

tation with a stethoscope provides clinical information (e.g.,

the timing, relative intensity, frequency, quality, tone, and

timbre) that can help in the diagnosis of the patient. PCG

is usually collected by an acoustic device (i.e., stethoscope)

attached at the surface of the chest wall, and it is used to

register heart sounds and murmurs in the diagnosis of heart

disease. With recent advancement in electronic technologies,

the digital stethoscope has been significantly assisting physi-

cians in managing and providing patient care [41].

4) Seismocardiogram

Seismocardiogram (SCG) is another non-invasive technique

that measures cardiac-induced mechanical vibrations on the

chest surface, including frequencies below the human hearing

threshold. It is characterized by several peaks and valleys,

and some of these displacements are associated with the

opening and closure of the aortic valve (AO and AC) and the

opening and closure of the mitral valve (MO and MC) [42].

There are many different methods used for SCG measure-

ment; however, the use of lightweight low-noise accelerom-

eters is most preferable as these sensors can be embedded

inside portable or even wearable systems. This allows unob-

trusive long-term monitoring of body accelerations in a wide

range of conditions. Sensors are most commonly placed on

the sternum or on its left lower border. However, other ROIs

around the chest are used for SCG signal acquisition. SCG

measurement methods and their placements are detailed in a

review paper recently published [43].

B. MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGIES TO ACQUIRE

DISTAL WAVEFORM

In PTT/PAT-based BP measurements, the distal waveform

is lagging in comparison to the proximal waveform, repre-

senting a phase delay between these two. The phase delay

presents the change of blood volume that propagates from

two different sites. The fingers and wrists are the most domi-

nant positions to collect distal waveforms. In this section, we

review measurement technologies to obtain the distal wave-

form (Fig. 1d). Table II summarizes the following signals,

their regions of interest, acquisition methods, advantages, and

disadvantages.

1) Photoplethysmogram

Photoplethysmogram (PPG) is an optical measurement com-

monly used in pulse oximetry in clinical settings for ob-

taining oxygen saturation information. This optical technique

measures the amount of blood flowing in a region of interest

(ROI) through the amount of optical absorption or reflection

in the optical path. In other words, the PPG detects the change

Camera

LED  

M

N

T

M

Video-to-Frames

F

RGB Extraction

(a)

(b)

(c)

Reflectance mode 

Transmission mode

PPG signal

FIGURE 2: Methodology of PPG waveform acquisition: (a)

Two different modes with the use of PPG sensor adapted

from [46]: Reflection mode and Transmission mode; (b) A

collected PPG signal with the smartphone through the camera

and LED; (c) Procedures to extract the PPG signal through

video collected by a smartphone.

of blood volume through a photoelectric technique [47].

PPG sensors can be classified into two separate measurement

configurations: transmission mode and reflection mode (Fig.

2a). In the transmission mode, the sensor setup includes a

light emitted diode (LED) on one side of the tissue serving as

the ROI and a photodetector (PD) on the opposite side of the

tissue. In this configuration, the emitted light is transmitted

through the tissue and modulated by the underlying vascu-

lature; the modulated optical energy is then detected at the

other side. In the reflection mode, the two components (i.e.,

LED and PD) are on the same side of the tissue, usually on

the same plane. The optical signal penetrates into the tissue,

and the PD will receive the reflected light back with some

fluctuations due to the tissue’s absorption. While the trans-

mission mode is mainly limited to the earlobe, fingertip, and

toe, the reflection mode is applicable to additional locations

as long as the ROI is a flat area (e.g. the forehead, forearm,

supraorbital artery, under the legs, and the wrist) [9].

As mobile device technologies are rapidly being developed

and improved upon, the typical features set in a smartphone

today include high resolution cameras, high-end processors,

built-in sensors such as accelerometer, orientation sensor,

light-sensor, microphone, and light-emitting diode flashes

(LEDs). Thus, instead of using it just as a device for storing

and visualizing measured data, smartphones could be a suit-

able platform in several areas related to patient health due to

its mobility, connectivity, and processing capabilities. Several

studies [48]–[50] have been using smartphone as a source of

collecting the PPG signal. It takes advantage of camera and
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TABLE 1: Proximal waveforms for BP Measurement

Signal Description ROIs Acquisition Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Electrocardiogram
(ECG) [20]–[24]

a graph of voltage versus time
of the electrical activity of the
heart

chest, lower arms,
and lower legs;
contact/non-contact
method to acquire
ECG [24]

PTT/PAT (acts as a prox-
imal signal, combined
with other signals) [20],
[22], [23]

high reliability of the
R-wave detection, ro-
bustness to motion ar-
tifacts, wearable ap-
plications [9], [44]

inconvenient to
setup, induce PEP
which results errors
in BP estimation
[2], [44]

Ballistocardiogram
(BCG) [29], [30]

the recording of motion im-
parted to the body by the mo-
tion of blood and the heart
during each cardiac cycle

wrist, ear, feet on
scale-like platform
and embedded in
bed/chair [31]–[33]

PTT (acts as a prox-
imal signal, combined
with ECG and PPG; J-K
amplitude-based BP esti-
mation

Easy to set up, signal
can be acquired in var-
ious body’s locations,

BCE’s morphology
significantly
changes based on
sensor’s location,
susceptible to
motion artifact
[35], [37]

Seismocardiogram
(SCG) [42], [43]

a non-invasive technique that
measures cardiac-induced
mechanical vibrations at the
chest surface including those
below the human hearing
threshold

the sternum, its left
lower border, or the
chest wall [42], [43]

PTT (from AO of SCG
to peak of PPG); RAC
interval (AVC point of
SCG to the R peak of
ECG

inexpensive and
unobtrusive, the signal
can be accurately
measured by phone’s
built-in accelerometer
[45]

require precise lo-
cation of sensor and
the axes orientation
to get high quality
signal; sensitive to
motion artifact

Phonocardiogram
(PCG) [39]–[41]

diagnostic graphical method
of recording sounds, echoes
that accompany mechanical
vibrations originating in the
heart and vessels

a stethoscope placed
in the surface of chest
wall

PTT/VTT (time interval
between S1 of PCG and
the peak of PPG)

Inexpensive, easy to
set up

low amplitude, sus-
ceptible to motion
artifact

Abbreviations: ROIs = region of interests, PEP = Pre-ejection period, AO = The aortic valve opening in the SCG signal, PTT = pulse transit time, VTT =
vascular transit time, PAT = Pulse arrival time, AVC = The aortic valve closing in the SCG signal, PCG = Phonocardiogram, BCG = Ballistocardiograph, PPG

= Photoplethysmogram, SCG = Seismocardiogram.

built-in LEDs from the smartphone. Subjects cover a smart-

phone camera lens with their fingertip, try to hold their finger

steady, and press without additional force as shown in Fig. 2b.

The raw video with the size of N ×M pixel is collected and

then extracted into different T frames containing different

channels (i.e., red, blue, and green channel) as described in

Fig. 2c. Thus, the PPG signal subsequently is calculated by

taking the average brightness of either red or green channel

in each frame [50], [51].

Since the volume and distension of the arteries can be

related to the pressure in the arteries, the PPG signal produces

pulse waveforms that are morphologically similar to pressure

waveforms [9]. Therefore, many studies have been inves-

tigating alternative methods to estimate BP through either

only PPG signal or the combination of PPG signal and other

physiological signals such as ECG, BCG, PCG, and IPG,

which are comprehensively reviewed in Section III.

2) Speckleplethysmogram

Speckleplethysmogram (SPG) has been recently used as an

alternative to PPG for measuring heart rate variability (HRV)

[52], [53]. SPG is an optical method based on laser speckle

contrast imaging (LSCI) to monitor changes in blood flow

[54]. This technique is also referred to as Affixed Transmis-

sion Speckle Analysis (ATSA) [52]. SPG devices utilize a

laser source that emits a scatter of small rays through the

thickness of the tissue into a CMOS camera on the other

side, depicted in Fig. 3a. The camera records a raw video

with at least 30 frames per second (fps) and runs image

processing techniques to identify the speckles from the laser

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3: Hardware component description: (a) Hardware

configuration of the SPG/PPG Finger-Clip; (b) Physiological

view of vessel during SPG and PPG measuring; adapted from

[52].

in the red channel of each frame. To measure, the user

places a finger tip in the clip-on, which further improves

signal quality by reducing motion artifacts. The amount of

speckles detected in the image correlates to the volume of

blood present at that time point, and the change over time

forms the SPG waveform. Studies comparing the signal to

PPG report a higher signal to ratio (SNR) to the latter in

situations with more motion and colder climates [52], [53].

In terms of light exposure, SPG has not been compared to

PPG in this aspect, but SPG tests are currently conducted in

dark rooms. Similar to PPG, SPG could be measured through

smartphones as there are methods using LSCI for skin blood

flow acquisition [54], [55]. Although smartphones and low-
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grade cameras, even with the newest models, cannot capture

raw images at a fast enough rate to create a video with 30

fps, the algorithms in [54], [55] can be used on standard mp4

videos to derive SPG by adjusting the camera’s parameters to

have the speckles recorded shown larger than a pixel.

3) Mechanical-based pulse measurements

The arterial pulse is an important vital sign, containing a

wealth of cardiovascular information such as systolic BP

(SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP). The pulse is produced as a

result of the sudden ejection of blood into the aorta and its

transmission throughout the arterial system [56], and it is

expanded in response to the blood volume change through

vessel (Fig. 4b). The arterial pulse rate can be palpated in any

of the body’s accessible sites, including the carotid artery,

brachial artery, and radial artery (Fig. 4a). To monitor the

epidermal pulse waves, several non-invasive methods have

been studied. From the remarkable advances in technology,

mechanical-based pulse measurement (e.g., capacitive, ferro-

electric, or piezoresistive sensors) have been made into non-

invasive health-monitoring devices with ultraconformal and

stretchable capabilities [57]–[59].
For BP monitoring, although tonometry suffers of some

limitations, this method inspired several research groups to

develop alternatives in the arterial pulse detection, creat-

ing tonometry-based BP measurements that are more con-

formable to the body. Meng et al. [60] demonstrated a weav-

ing constructed of self-powered pressure sensors (WCSPS)

for continuous monitoring of pulse wave velocity (PWV)

and BP. The system achieved a sensitivity of 45.7 mV Pa−1,

and no performance degradation was observed after 40,000

cycles of continuous operation. Fig. 4c shows the WCSPS

were directly worn at the fingertip and wrist. The authors

simultaneously measured the pulse waves from the subject’s

fingertip and ear, thereby identifying the PTT interval as

the time difference between two pulse waves. The study

was tested on 100 participants with different health statuses

and showed minimum discrepancy between SBP and DBP

measured by the WCSPS versus a cuff-based BP device (1.41

% and 0.87% respectively). Luo et al. [61] proposed a flexible

piezoresistive sensor (FPS) patch and epidermal ECG sensors

for cuff-less BP measurement with PTT as shown in Fig. 4d.

The time interval between the R peaks of the ECG signal

and the maximum points of the arterial pulse were calculated

and correlated with BP simultaneously recorded by a BP

standard device. The FPS was developed with the integration

of multiple materials, including a PI substrate, a pair of

interdigitated Au electrodes, carbon-decorated fabric, and

PEN encapsulation, letting the sensor maintain mechanical

flexibility. The DBP of the FPS/ECG-based method showed

< 4 mmHg mean absolute difference compared with the

benchmark. Dagdeviren et al. [62] proposed a piezoelectric

sensor developed on an elastomer substrate with ultrathin

inorganic piezoelectric and semiconductor materials. To de-

termine PWV for BP measurement, three configuration cases

were tested. Two sensors were placed on: 1) the carotid

artery of neck and lateral epicondyle vessel of the arm; 2)

the lateral epicondyle vessel and radial artery of the wrist;

and 3) near epicondyle vessel and radial artery (Fig. 4e). The

PWV values from setups 1, 2, and 3 were ∼5.4 ms−1, ∼5.8

ms−1 and ∼6.5 ms−1 respectively. Thus, these results were

comparable with the typical aortic PWV (∼4.5 ms−1) mea-

sured by tonometry. In addition to these sensors, fiber Bragg

grating (FBG) sensors have been used for mechanical-based

pulse measurement. Haseda et al. [38] presented an FBG

sensor fabricated in plastic optical fibers to obtain pulse wave

signals at brachial artery locations. The authors recorded

the pulse wave signal and reference BP simultaneously in

four subjects with 120 recordings in total, then partial least

squares regression was deployed to estimate BP. However,

due to a small number of participants, the accuracy of BP

estimated via FBG sensory signals was not high (e.g., the

correlation coefficients of SBP and DBP are less than 0.80).

4) Impedance Plethysmogram

Impedance plethysmogram (IPG) is an electrical impedance-

based, non-invasive medical diagnostic signal which records

small changes in the blood volume in terms of the electrical

bioimpedance of a body part (e.g., chest, limb, and calf).

The impedance measured in IPG provides information about

the tissue property of the body, and hence it can be used to

indirectly study and analyze the tissue health and function-

ality of a human subject [63]. To collect the IPG signal, a

tetrapolar configuration is usually deployed as shown in Fig.

5a. Specifically, four conductive electrodes are place around

the body part or limb. An AC current with low amplitude

(5 mA) and low frequency (50 kHz – 100 kHz) is passed

through the two outer electrodes, and the change in electrical

impedance is measured across the inner electrodes. While

this method holds potential for BP diagnosis, the most signifi-

cant challenge for the IPG technique is the optimal placement

of the electrode array because the current distribution will

be affected by body tissue and muscle [64]. Moreover, the

signal is susceptible to motion artifacts [65] and attenuated

due to the skin electrode impedance error [63]. In IPG theory,

a shunting impedance (Zb), including the impedance of artery

(Za) and tissue (Zt) in parallel, is produced as shown in the

following equation for each pressure pulse induced by the

blood flow through the limb.

Zb = ρb
L

∆A
(4)

where ∆A is the area of the artery that increases when an

extra amount blood goes to the limb. L is the length of the

segment being measured. ρb is blood resistivity. Given this

equation and combining it with the PTT-based BP measure-

ment approach, Huynh et al. [44] proved IPG’s relation to BP,

and the IPG obtained has been used to measure a proximal

waveform for PTT estimation through the central arteries.

This relationship is depicted in the following equation:
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Temporal artery

Carotid artery

Brachial artery

Radial artery

Femoral artery

Popliteal artery

Posterior tibial artery
Dorsails pedis artery

FIGURE 4: Mechanical-based pulse measurement overview and recent studies: (a) Accessible arterial pulse sites; (b) Schematic

illustration to detect pulse on a human’s neck with a microhair sensor. Adopted from [57]; (c) Representative pulse waveforms

and locations for measurement with the WCSPS. Adopted from [60]; (d) The sensor patch containing FPS and epidermal ECG

sensors for BP measurement. Adopted from [61]; (e) Illustration of PWV parameter determination with two pair piezoelectric

sensors. Adopted from [62].

P (t) = P0 + ρ
D2

PTT2
ln [1 +K(Z0 − Z(t))] (5)

K is a constant and is equal to Za0/Z
2

0
. At the pressure P0,

Za0 represents the arterial impedance. Z0 is the impedance of

the body segment while P (t) can be replaced by SBP or DBP.

5) Radar-based pulse measurement

Radar in the medical setting can be used to measure ar-

terial pulse waves, ventricular motion, and pulse-pressure,

which are parameters correlated with blood pressure [67]–

[70]. Pulse waves are generated by the radar machine and

pass through the aortic artery, generating vasomotion. This

movement is detected on the surface of the body by the

device through two methods: with or without any contact

antennas on the subject. Random body motion is considered

and filtered out through Doppler radar methods [67]. Low

noise amplifiers are applied to increase readings of cardiac-

related motion. Applications of this system include antennas

on the user’s sternum, non-contact units from a distance, and

a wearable wrist device [67]–[70]. Currently, the signal is

robust in stationary positions before and after exercise for

non-contact and wearable devices and has potential for long-

term CNIBP monitoring for remote healthcare. However,

safety is a concern for radar systems as the device emits

continuous waveforms propagating into the subject body;

thus, the range of frequency should be closely monitored to

allow continuous measurements without injury [67]–[70].

6) Video Plethysmogram

Video Plethysmogram (VPG) is a proven method for BP

acquisition in contactless and non-invasive measurements

using video analysis as the medium [71], [72]. This technique

has potential to be used in remote health monitoring in

hospitals, elderly homes, workplaces, and with drivers to

detect anomalies in health conditions [72]. Similar to PPG,

VPG monitors BP from the reaction of light on the ROI. Light

emitted on the tissue is absorbed and then partially reflected

on the surface with the amount of absorbed light varying

depending on the hemoglobin present in the bloodstream at

that time [71]. The peak of light absorption corresponds to

a reflected green light being captured by the video camera,

which is positioned at a fixed distance facing the ROIs (Fig.

1). Thus, recording and analyzing the green channel of the

video frames reflect the change of blood present [72]. This

method is prone to noise when the user is in motion or the

camera used does not meet the proper requirements. Thus,

when measuring, the patient is sitting in a fixed position in

front of the camera. For better readings, using the forehead

as the ROI provides higher SNR than the palm in PTT-based

methods. Elevation of the ROI compared to the heart is also

considered in VPG BP measurements [73].

7) Magnetic Plethysmography

Magnetic plethysmography (MPG) detects fluctuations

caused by blood flow in an emitted ambient magnetic field

encompassing the monitored blood vessel for PWV measure-

ments. This is achieved through using MPG transducers in

an arterial-compliance probe to create a local PWV reading
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(a)

(c)

(b)

FIGURE 5: The genesis of IPG measurement and its config-

uration: (a) Tetrapolar configuration of electrodes.; (b) Dis-

tribution of two pair IPG signals with different distance for

PWV measurement. Adopted from [66]; (c) Block diagram

of the proposed PTT-IPG-based BP model with the use of

IPG signal and PPG signal. Adopted from [44].

[74]–[76]. MPG is another potential approach to clinical non-

invasive BP acquisition and is a comparable and less expen-

sive BP method to ultrasound. The device is composed of

at least one magnet, either an electromagnet or a permanent

magnet, with an excitation coil and potentially a compensa-

tion coil that helps facilitate control over the magnetic field

generated. This is for ensuring an easy magnetic biasing

near the sensor while producing a strong enough field to

encompass the artery beneath the skin. An electromagnet is

more flexible in design than a permanent magnet, which is

ideal for making compact devices without undermining the

output quality from the relative geometry of the system being

changed [74]. MPG has been demonstrated to be used in

carotid and radial probes and finger cuff PWV approaches for

BP measurement. To create a PWV reading using MPG, two

single probes or one single dual probe is used. For the single

probes, one was placed on the carotid artery and the other

on the radial artery separate locations while the dual probe

can measure PWV within a small distance (23 mm distance

apart) [74], [76].

8) Ultrasound-based pulse measurement

Ultrasound (US) is a clinical approach to monitor BP in a

non-invasive and non-occlusive manner. This technique can

not only monitor blood velocity and blood volume flow but

also report the probed vessel’s wall thickness and diameter

waveforms (Fig. 4b) [77]–[79]. In non-invasive cuff-less

approaches, a US probe is held against the carotid artery and

continuously measures while in contact (Fig. 6a). The carotid

artery is chosen due to the ROI possessing a strong central

DBP and SBP compared to more commonly used brachial

measuring in clinical practice as well as many models and

equations existing to detail the tissue of the throat [79]. PWV

is used in US methods opposed to PTT as the accuracy

of PTT can be prone to error from incorrect measurement

and difficulty with small transit timer, especially in the ROI

[80]. The method of deriving cuff-less carotid BP from this

signal varies depending on the angle, pressure, calibration,

and pairing with other sensors. US based BP acquisition

demonstrates a good SNR in stationary positions.

III. PTT/PAT-BASED BP METHOD: STATE OF THE ART

With a variety of proximal and distal waveforms described

in Section II, we review recent state-of-the-art approaches

reported in literature that deploy different combinations be-

tween proximal and distal waveforms to enable PTT/PAT-

based BP monitoring. It is categorized based on the proximal

waveform used. In this section, we also summarize studies

using single waveform acting as a distal and proximal wave-

form to derive the PTT value for cNIBP. Table 3 reports key

details of the experiments reported in Section III.

1) Using ECG as a proximal waveform

As an ECG signal has distinct peaks (PQRST) in its wave-

form and is simple and inexpensive to obtain, it is usually

used as a proximal waveform for BP acquisition, being paired

with PPG, SPG, radar, and VPG. PAT is defined as the delay

between the QRS peaks in ECG and the corresponding points

in PPG. Cattivelli et al. [21] uses the MIMIC database to

test their algorithm based on PAT to improve auto-calibration

and robustness of ECG-PPG based SBP and DBP estimation.

The configuration reported SBP within a standard deviation

of 7.77 mmHg and DBP within 4.96 mmHg and needed re-

calibration each hour [21].

Alongside PAT methods, PTT can be used to estimate

arterial BP by measuring the time interval between the R-

wave of an ECG waveform and the corresponding point in a

PPG signal as shown in Fig. 6a [22], [23]. Shriram et al. [22]

used PTT in their ECG-PPG configuration to estimate SBP.

With attached electrodes and LED/photo detector sensors

on a subject, the BP compared to the reference sphygmo-

manometer had a mean and standard deviation of -0.34±3.1

mmHg [22]. This method demonstrates PTT from ECG and

PPG as an easier method of measuring for the comfort of

patients and portability for continuous, long term monitoring;
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TABLE 2: Distal Signals for BP Measurement

Signal Description ROIs Acquisition Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Photo
plethysmography
(PPG) [9],
[46]–[51],
[81]–[84]

an optical technique that mea-
sures the change of blood vol-
ume by photoelectric tech-
nique as well as measures the
oxygen saturation in the blood

Transmission Mode:
earlobe, fingertip, toe
Reflectance Mode:
forehead, forearm,
supraorbital artery,
under the legs, and the
wrist [46]

slope transit time [81],
arterial PTT [82],
blocking-free optical-
oscillometry [83],
arteriolar PTT [84]

inexpensive, simple
set up

external light and
cold temperatures
can add noise to
data

Speckle plethys-
mography (SPG)
[52]–[55]

an optical technique using
laser speckle contrast imaging
(LSCI) to monitor changes in
blood flow

finger [52], [53], wrist
[54], [55]

Laser Speckle Contrast
Imaging [52]–[55]

higher SNR compared
to PPG in situations
with more motion and
cold climates, wear-
able sensors [52], [53]

External Light can
affect data and add
noise [52], [53]

Mechanical-
based [56]–[62]

measuring the ejection of
blood into the aorta and its
transmission throughout the
arterial system and it is ex-
panded in response to the
blood volume change through
vessel; mechanical-based BP
measurements include capac-
itive, ferroelectric, or piezore-
sistivesensors

carotid artery, brachial
artery, radial artery

PTT [61], [62] and PWV
[60]

ultraconformal
and stretchable
capabilities

Precise placement
of measuring
technolgy is needed
for accurate results

Impedance
Plethysmography
(IPG) [44],
[63]–[66], [85]

an electrical impedance based
noninvasive medical diagnos-
tic procedure which measures
small changes in the blood
volume in terms of its elec-
trical bioimpedance of a body
part

finger [44], [85], wrist
[66]

PTT (with Proximal or
Distal Signals) [44],
[66], [85]

cuff-less approach to
BP acquisition

current affected by
body tissue/muscle
[64]; susceptible
to motion artifacts
[65]; skin electrode
impedance error
[63]

Radar [67]–[70] generated pulse waves that
pass though the aortic artery,
creating vasomotion that mea-
sure arterial pulse waves,
ventricularmotion, and pulse-
pressure, which are correlated
to blood pressure

sternum (aortic artery)
[67]–[69], wrist [70]

PAT and PTT with
bioimpedence and ECG
[67], pulse pressure
from stroke volume [68],
carotid-femoral PTT
[69]

non-contact or
wearable options
[68]–[70]; before or
after exercise long
term acquisition; no
individual calibration

distance of device
and user’s position
is limited for
more accurate
measurement,
bulky, stationary
[68], [69]

Video
Plethysmography
(VPG) [71]–[73]

the reaction of light absorbed
and reflected on the surface
of the skin on the regions of
interest

forehead [71], [72],
cheek [72], hand palm
[71]–[73]

PTT (with ECG) [71],
PTT with Distal Signal
(PPG or VPG) [72], rela-
tionship between the in-
ternal pressure and the
cross-sectional area of
the blood vessel [73]

non-contact; can
be used in remote
health monitoring
in hospitals, elderly
homes, workplaces,
and drivers

External light
adds noise to data;
equipment needs
to meet certain
requirements;
user’s position
must be precise,
stationary poses,
not ideal for long-
term monitoring

Ultrasound [77]–
[80]

deriving blood velocity, blood
volume flow, blood vessel’s
wall thickness, and diame-
ter waveforms from a probe
against region of interest

carotid artery [77]–
[80]

PWV [77], [79], force
sweep [78], Doppler [80]

carotid artery provides
strong central diastolic
BP and systolic BP;
PWV more accurate
than PTT acquisition

angle, pressure,
calibration
inaccuracies can
lead to issues with
data acquisition,
not wearable, needs
medical training for
accurate readings

Magnetic
Plethysmography
(MPG) [74]–[76]

detecting fluctuations caused
by blood flow in an ambient
magnetix field encompassing
the blood vessel

carotid artery [74],
[76], middle finger of
left hand [75]

PWV [74]–[76] less affected by optical
and biological charac-
teristics of living tis-
sue, wearable applica-
tions

signal not
investigated
thoroughly such as
PPG

PTT = Pulse Transit Time, SNR = Signal to Noise Ratio, PWV = Pulse Wave Velocity, ECG = Electrocardiogram
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FIGURE 6: Key features for BP estimation using different physiological signals: (a) Using the R-peak of ECG signal and PPG

signal’s peak and its derivative; (b) Using the R-peak of ECG signal and SPG signal’s peak; (c) Using BCG signal and PPG

signal; (d) Using PPG signal and PCG signal; (e) Using IPG signal and PPG signal; (f) Using SCG signal and PPG signal; (g)

Using ECG signal and PCG signal; (h) Using two Radar signals.

however, the sensor placement and exposure to lighting can

drastically affect accuracy. Additionally, the authors in [22]

stated that this method is not robust enough to calculate

DBP. The authors in [23] proposed a solution to derive both

SBP and DBP from PTT as well as test the limits of using

this method relative to motion artifacts. Linear regression

was applied to the PTT correlation between 3 channels of

ECG and 1 channel of PPG for continuous BP estimation

on 14 subjects in five positions (recumbent, seated, standing,

walking, cycling). The results demonstrate the abilities of

the proposed architecture and reported a lower correlation

function SBP mean and standard deviation for stationary

positions such as sitting (0.07±5.8 mmHg) with an increase

in positions with motion like walking and cycling (4.4±20.9

mmHg and 10.2±16.0 mmHg respectively) [23].

Another ECG dependent method includes SPG. ECG is

measured via sensors on the chest of the subjects and com-

pared in real time to SPG and PPG. The studies investigating

SPG in vitro have shown an improved SNR and robustness

to motion artifacts and temperature tests compared to PPG,

where the latter produces noisy waveforms [52], [53].

ECG is also demonstrated to be useful in radar BP systems

[67]. In a radar BP system with contact, an antenna is

attached to the subject, typically the sternum to acquire the

arterial pulsation from the aortic arch. [67] includes this in

their system paired with bioimpedance and ECG electrodes

to accurately measure PTT and PAT during exercise. From

the arterial pulse across the carotid and subclavian arteries

and a bipolar lead from ECG, PTT is calculated over the

central elastic arteries, reducing changes in the measurement

from vasomotion produced in peripheral arteries. The system

is successful in estimating BP at the central proximal arteries

without a cuff, and the sensors can be hidden under clothes

[67]. However, this system can be uncomfortable for users

to wear for long term testing and is susceptible to issues

regarding electrodes on the body such as adhesiveness to the

skin.
ECG in VPG systems are used for PTT measurements

[71]. By capturing areas on the face and/or hand, cuff-less

BP can be derived with VPG in different methods. One

technique includes using ECG to calculate PTT between the

R peak of the ECG signal and the foot of the VPG signal in

the forehead. The forehead VPG signal is used as the SNR

is higher relative to the palm [71]. Using PTT from ECG

and VPG on three subjects, [71] demonstrated total absolute

mean error and standard deviations of 9.48±7.13 mmHg and

4.48±3.29 mmHg, for SBP and mean arterial pressure re-

spectively.
ECG signal used as a proximal waveform also is combined

with IPG signal. Liu et al. [85] designed an IPG ring that,

when recorded simultaneously with an ECG signal, was able

to estimate BP through the PTT method. The PTT interval

in this experiment was defined as the time delay between

the R peaks of the ECG signal and the peaks of the IPG

signals. The obtained results showed that the change of SBP

had a better relationship with the change of the PTT induced

by IPG than that of PTT derived by PPG signal and ECG

signal, forming the Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.700

and 0.45 respectively.

2) Using BCG as a proximal waveform

BCG is also known to be closely correlated with arterial

BP [30]. Thus, many studies have working on deriving BP

measurements through the BCG’s combination with other

physiology signals such as ECG, PPG, and others. Kim et

al. [86] proposed a method based on PTT to estimate BP

through BCG signals collected by a scale-like platform. In

this study, the time difference between proximal and distal

sites are considered as the time interval between BCG and

a non-invasive measured finger BP waveform. Yousefian et

al. [32] developed a wristband with built-in BCG and PPG

sensor to investigate the potential of wearable BCG to enable

cuff-less BP monitoring. The authors create a PTT method
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which both the BCG and PPG signals are acquired by a

wristband as proximal and distal timing reference (Fig. 6c).

The result reveals that BP estimated through a wrist PTT is

close to both SBP and DBP with the mean absolute error

of 5.1 mmHg and 7.6 mmHg respectively. While doing

thorough research about the BCG signal’s morphology, C.

Kim et al. [87] presented an association between the J-K

amplitude and PTT, enabling independent monitoring of SBP

and DBP via the J-K amplitude. A chair-based platform

used for BP monitoring was proposed by [33]. Two BCG

signals are measured through sensors located in chair’s back

and seat plates. The authors then extract an instantaneous

phase different (IPD) as a feature to estimate BP. The result

shows that IPD could estimate more accurate readings of BP

compared to PTT.

3) Using PCG as a proximal waveform

Since the variation in the cardio hemodynamic is reflected

directly on various physiological signals, including the PCG

signal, several attempts have been made to estimate BP

through PCG signal. Shukla et al. [88] proposed a new

approach to measure BP using vascular transit time (VTT),

defined as the time interval between S1 and the peak of

a PPG signal. The authors conducted an experiment on 7

subjects and yielded the accuracy of 95% compared with

reference BP. With the same approach, Hsiao et al. [89] de-

signed an auscultation sphygmomanometer that continuously

monitors both PCG and PPG, aiming to estimate BP. The

study shows that the error in SBP is 6.67±8.47 mmHg for

the range of normal BP. Esmaili et al. [90] presented an

approach with the PTT method using PCG and PPG signals

simultaneously (Fig. 6d). The obtained results are promising

as the correlation coefficients were equal to 0.89 and 0.84

for SBP and DBP respectively. A correlation between PTT

derived directly from a reference BP and both systolic (S12)

and diastolic (S21) duration, the SBP and DBP are then

calculated by the value of PTT [91]. The results are very

close to the Association for the Advancement of Medical

Instrumentation (AAMI) standard and listed in the summary,

Table III.

4) Using SCG as a proximal waveform

As described in Section II.A, SCG holds great potential for

cNIBP. Carek et al. [92] proposed a wearable device, named

SeismoWatch, as shown in Fig.7a, that can obtain a low root

mean square error of 2.9 mmHg for DBP. Specifically, the

authors developed a wrist-watch BP monitor with simultane-

ous recordings of PPG and SCG. The watch was held against

the sternum to detect micro-vibrations (SCG signal) and the

travel time (PTT) was measured by the time delay between

the AO and PPG signals (Fig. 6f). A smartphone-based BP

monitoring application was presented in [45] with the use

of SCG and PPG simultaneously recorded by the built-in

smartphone accelerometer and camera respectively. The PTT

interval calculated as the time delay between AO and the

wavefront of the PPG signal and was utilized to estimate

(a)

(b) (c)

FIGURE 7: cNIBP using SCG waveforms: (a) A wrist-watch

BP monitor with PPG sensor and accelerometer sensor em-

bedded. Image courtesy of Carek et al., [92]; (b) Smartphone-

based BP monitor. Adopted from [45]; (c) An ultrathin and

stretchable E-tattoo simultaneously measure ECG and SCG

for BP. Adopted from [93].

the BP. While one finger covers the camera to collect PPG,

a user holds the phone and press it on the left side of the

chest to record SCG as described in Fig.7b. The study showed

the Pearson correlation coefficient of BP across participants

between 0.20 and 0.77 with an RMSE of 3.3±9.2 mmHg for

DBP. A recent study [93] leveraged electronic advancements

to develop an ultrathin and stretchable e-tattoo for SCG

sensing and BP measurement (Fig.7c). The study showed

the correlation between SBP and DBP with the RAC interval

(i.e., time interval between R peak of ECG and AC point of

SCG) with the coefficient of -0.772 and -0.858 respectively.

5) Single Waveform-Based Methods

While many techniques utilize two different waveforms (i.e.,

proximal and distal waveform) at different body’s locations

in their PTT methods, there are some emerging methods that

use one type of waveform from different ROIs to form PTT.

Authors in [68] reported a non-contact 2.45 GHz quadrature

Doppler radar system to track chest displacements from

cardiac motion in order to derive pulse pressure with carotid-

femoral PTT (cf-PTT). Using the waveform reflected from

the subject, the signal is filtered using arc-tangent demodula-

tion for absolute displacement, which can be used regardless

of distance between the user and the device [68]. From sitting

and laying down at a fixed distance from the radar, two sub-

jects were used to validate the technique and were successful

in measuring cardiac motion within millimeters of accuracy.

In spite of this, the proposed architecture needs to be individ-

ually calibrated to provide accurate results and the orientation

between the device and user must be considered. Another

non-contact Doppler system is used in [69]; however, static
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and beat-to-beat SBP and DBP are measured from capturing

the vasomotion of the central aortic artery to calculate cf-

PTT. This value is calculated from the difference of the

ejection duration of the cardiac pulse and the first systolic

peak (Fig. 6). The architecture of the device comprises a pair

of antenna arrays, a frequency synthesizer, and a digital-IF

receiver. From the calculated cf-PTT, the static BP errors are

within 3 mmHg, and the beat-to-beat BP measurements are

about 98% accurate [69]. This device has less flexibility than

[68] in regards to subject position and radar distance from

ROI, but it does not require individual calibration.

With only PPG signals simultaneously collected at differ-

ent locations in the body, there are some attempts to predict

BP. Tabei et al. [82] used two PPG signals collected by

two identical smartphones in two hands. The PTT, which

was previously defined as the time taken for the blood to

travel between the proximal and distal arterial sites, was

then calculated as the time interval between two peaks of

two PPG signal. The error for systolic blood pressure (SBP)

and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) estimation is 2.07±2.06

mmHg and 2.12±1.85 mmHgrespectively, which achieved

the AAMI/ISO standard criteria for BP measurement. An-

other study [84] presented the use of a PPG sensor at multi-

ple wavelengths for BP measurement. The authors revealed

arteriolar PTT (i.e., time difference between the pulse wave

arrivals in the capillary and arterial layers) achieved higher

performance than the arterial PTT method.

Another single waveform-based method is a wrist-worn

device that records two IPG signals was proposed by Huynh

et al. [66] to estimate the BP. The authors characterized vari-

ous distances between two IPG signals, and the different PTT

intervals were calculated by the time differences between the

peak, middle, and foot points of the IPG waveforms (Fig.

5b). The group average correlation coefficients and RMSE

between SBP and DBP from the proposed device and the

standard device was listed in the Table III. Likewise, the

authors presented another wearable device that estimate BP

through IPG and PPG recorded simultaneously in the finger

[44] (Fig. 5c). In this study, they calibrate the time difference

between two sensors due to a small distance between the

wrist and the finger, inducing a different phase shift. This

prevents the PTT value from being significantly fluctuated.

The results are slightly improved in terms of the correlation

coefficient compared with their previous work in [66].

An additional single waveform-based approach is the per-

pendicular US velocimetry (PUV) approach which samples

raw radio-frequency-data frames using high frame rate and

particle image velocimetry, creating a dataset of high preci-

sion 2D or B-Mode velocity vectors [77]. The perpendicular

element of US allows for tracking diameter changes in the

blood vessel while simultaneously measuring flow, pressure

waveforms, and local PWV in large arteries, which was

unable to be realized with Doppler US techniques. PWV,

a reciprocal value of PTT, is calculated using the flow-area

(QA) method, which measures PWV from the ratio between

the change of flow and the change in cross-sectional area.

Using a phantom vessel submerged in water, [77] validated

the QA method with the resulting waveform being a variation

of 0.3 m/s from the reference PWV; however, this method

increases in inaccuracy with reflections in the data, non-

uniformed tissue around the vessel, and limited computation

of device.

MPG can calculate BP through just its waveform by utiliz-

ing a pair of probes embedded with transducers to calculate

local arterial PWV. Chandrasekhar et al. [74] proposed a sin-

gle and a dual element probe design using a Giant Magneto

Resistance sensor to create an electromagnet based MPG

transducer. The single MPG transducer was validated in-vivo

testing of carotid to radial artery PWV against an occlusion

test while the dual element MPG transducer is proposed to

measure PWV in 15mm sections of the artery. Later, the

same research group presented an arterial compliance probe

with dual MPG transducers for non-invasive BP monitoring

[75]. The transducers were placed 23mm apart in the probe

and were composed of Hall-effect sensors and permanent

magnets. Using 20 subjects with a phantom artery as refer-

ence, the method was tested on the carotid artery before and

after exercise while the users were at rest. This resulted in a

Pearson correlation coefficient of r= 0.72 between the local

PWV and the Brachial BP reference and a lower correlation

for pulse pressure (r = 0.42). Another method for MPG uses a

finger cuff for measurement [76]. This is performed by using

time varying magnetic fields and monitoring the change of

impedance from the exciting coil, which is related to the

change of blood volume in the ROI. Compared to a US

Doppler blood flow velocity recording, the authors report

Pearson correlation coefficients of r = 0.9355 and p < 0.01.

Using only distal waves, a bi-modal probe combining a

US probe and 2 PPG sensors is introduced in [79] and

demonstrates the ability to measure diameter values and local

PWV of the carotid artery with distal waveforms, resulting in

real-time carotid BP without prior calibration using subject

or population-specific parameters. To achieve a calibration

free technique, the US probe reports the difference in the

SBP and DBP as well as the DBP while the two PPG sensors

calculate the local PWV and feed these results into the P–β
model in [79]. The absolute error compared to a brachial-

based cuff for carotid DBP was less than 10 mm-Hg in 82%

of the 83 subjects, non-hypertensive and hypertensive, while

the SBP was lower than the reference [79]. Further testing

with a catheter reference may give more accurate results for

the success of this method.

Lastly, apart from those using VPG and another waveform

(e.g., ECG) to derive BP, some have carried approaches

reliant only on VPG. Nitzan et al. [94] utilized a parameter,

specified as PTTD (PTT using only distal signals), which

is the PTT difference between VPG pulse arrival to a toe

and finger. However, the resulted VPG signals were prone to

noise and motion artifacts. In parallel, authors in [72] used

only one VPG from a ROI to calculate BP without PTT.

A single VPG signal was recorded and processed with a

bandpass filter and linear fitting, making two variations of
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the signal, and forming an index, Tbh, from the difference in

the minimum points. This technique demonstrates a higher

performance with VPG measured from the right palm rather

than from the forehead or right cheek due to noise from

the nervous system in the face [72]. PTTD between the two

VPG signals resulted in PTT and SBP correlation coefficients

(-0.6045±0.0399), which are lower compared to the first

method (-0.7163±0.0761) [71].

IV. DISCUSSION

This review aims to provide highlights of technologies using

PTT/PAT as the parameter to derive continuous, non-invasive

cuff-less blood pressure. There are numerous combinations

between two signals or multiple signals that have been uti-

lized to acquire PTT/PAT. However, several aspects (e.g.,

transmission distance and the starting and ending points of

the time delay) should be taken into account to achieve high

accuracy for enabling cNIBP monitoring. To the best of our

knowledge, a combination between ECG and PPG signals

is the most commonly-used pair to derive PTT/PAT value.

The starting point of the time delay is the R-peak of ECG,

while the ending point varies from the peak of PPG to the

first/second derivative of the PPG signal. As aforementioned

the PTT and PAT values are interchangeably used for time

delay between two signals. However, with the pre-ejection

period (PEP) included, it should be careful to choose either

PTT or PAT for BP estimation as it may vary the accuracy of

each method [2].

cNIBP techniques have varying levels of success depend-

ing on the reliability of the signal, noise level, sensor place-

ment, wave propagation, calibration, and evaluation param-

eters. The two biggest challenges to make cNIBP practical

have been determined as the need for frequent calibration as

well as the susceptibility to motion artifacts of electrophysi-

ological signals in the daily life. The reliability of a method

is validated with thorough testing scenarios, amount of data,

and the gold standard for comparison. The noise level, typi-

cally quantified as SNR, also factors into the reliability of the

signal morphology and refers to the motion artifacts that can

affect the signal quality, such as other biosignals and motion

from the body. Sensor placement is another key component

in signal reliability since the sensor must be able to obtain

blood pressure while considering the physics and biology

of the region of interest. The wave propagation theory used

has these physiological conditions factored into the equation

or results, and the sensor may require calibration to reflect

these constraints correctly. The evaluation parameters quan-

tify how reliable the signal is in acquiring cNIBP.

Based on their abundance of use in literature, the most

prominent proximal and distal waveforms in PTT/PAT-based

cNIBP development are ECG and PPG. Many have used

ECG or PPG in the PTT equation or as a reference signal

for evaluation parameters, as demonstrated in Table 3. The

widespread use of these signals is due to their inexpensive

setup. ECG, in particular, has a very informative waveform,

showing the P wave, QRS complex, and T wave, and is a

reliable method for R-wave detection [9]. While they are the

most commonly used in cNIBP approaches, they also have

drawbacks that make them unreliable. The PPG signal can

become affected by noise in cold and/or bright environments

[53]. ECG also needs to be paired with another signal to

derive SBP and DBP accurately [21]–[23]. For example, SPG

has the potential for being a good replacement for PPG as it

has better SNR and can provide a strong signal in tests under

low-temperature environments.

Since PTT is a relative parameter that correlates with BP,

the method needs calibration to calculate the absolute value

of blood pressure [3], [96]. In other words, the calibration

process is needed to precisely choose different parameters

for the model and to find the relationship between the actual

BP and the PTT measurements over a wide range of BP

values [2]. There have been numerous methods (e.g., physical

exercises, valsalva maneuvers, and cold pressor) deployed

that would perturb an individual’s BP and resulted in large

variations of BP values induced by a set of interventions

[9]. Regarding the BP perturbance-induced method, several

aspects of calibration should be cogitated, such as the calibra-

tion process, calibration frequency, and whether the process

is done by population or individuals. For instance, calibration

can be conducted either one-time at the beginning or period-

ically throughout a period. The main drawback of one-time

calibration is not to provide a large enough range of reference

BP value. This may result in inaccurate BP calculation during

extreme cases (e.g., hypertension or hypotension). Although

periodical calibration improves accuracy, it may cause incon-

venience to users.

Regarding database availability, although numerous stud-

ies have worked on cNIBP, there are few publicly available

databases. The first database is the Multiparameter Intelligent

Monitoring in Intensive Care (MIMIC) Database [97]–[99],

which contains thousands of recordings simultaneously col-

lected on the patients. Each set of databases includes multiple

physiological signals such as PPG signals, ECG signals, and

arterial blood pressure (ABP) at a sampling frequency of

125 Hz. Several papers [100]–[102] have used the MIMIC

database to derive PTT values. It should be noted that the

PPG and ECG signals are not perfectly synchronized since

they are collected from multiple sources and electronic hard-

ware, and additional time delays could be included, leading

to erroneous conclusions [103]. Another recently published

database [104], named PPG-BP, contains 657 data segments

from 219 subjects, between the ages of 21 and 86 years.

The database includes PPG signals collected along with BP

readings. The database covers several diseases such as hyper-

tension, diabetes, cerebral infarction, and insufficient brain

blood supply. Since only PPG signals are recorded with BP

readings, the PTT/PAT-based method for BP measurement is

barely applicable as it requires at least two signals recorded

in two separate sites of the body. However, this database still

holds potential value for further investigation in using PPG

signal as a surrogate of BP measurement, especially with

pulse wave analysis that relies on the crafted features of a
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TABLE 3: PTT-based BP measurement

# Sensors Parameters Measured Activities
Error±Standard Deviation in mmHg

Pearson coefficient Ref.

SBP DBP MAP

22 BCG+PPG PTT(from I and J wave col-
lected in wrist to the foot of
PPG wave)

Cold pressor, metal arith-
metic, slow breathing and
breath holding

7.61 5.11 N/R 0.81 SBP and
0.79 DBP

[32]

22 BCG+PPG
+ECG

PTT(from I wave of BCG
to the foot of PPG wave)

Metal arithmetic, cold pres-
sor and post-exercise state

7.32 5.72 N/R 0.8 SBP and 0.87
DBP

[87]

15 BCG
+finger
cuff

PTT(from I wave of BCG
to the peak of BP collected
by a finger cuff)

Deep breathing and sus-
tained hand grip

130.2±16 89.5 ±11.11 105.1 ±11.8 0.65±0.15 SBP
and 0.60±0.17
DBP

[86]

15 IPG*2 PTT(from the peak of IPG
1 to the peak of IPG 2)

Handgrip exercise 7.3±2.152 5.17±1.812 N/R N/R [66]

15 IPG+PPG PTT(subtraction between
PTTc obtained when two
sensors at the same place
and PTTm obtained when
two sensors apart)

Handgrip exercise 8.47±0.912 5.02 ±0.732 N/R 0.88±0.07
for SBP and
0.88±0.06 for
DBP

[44]

20 IPG+ECG PTT(from the R peak of
ECG to the peak of IPG)

Cycling N/R N/R N/R 0.727 for SBP
and 0.332 for
DBP

[85]

32 PCG+PPG PTT(from the S1 of PCG
to the peak/first deriva-
tion/second derivation of
PPG)

Physical exercise 6.22±9.441 3.97±5.151 N/R 0.89 for SBP and
0.84 for DBP

[90]

85 PCG+PPG VTT(from the S1 of PCG
to the peak of PPG)

Stretch arms 6.67±8.471 N/R N/R N/R [89]

4 SCG+ECG RAC(from the S1 of SCG
to the peak of ECG)

Valsalva maneuver - Exha-
lation with close noise and
mouth every 30s

N/R N/R N/R -0.772 for SBP
and -0.858 for
DBP

[93]

10 SCG
+acoustic
sensor

PTT(from the AO of SCG
to the peak of acoustic
waveform)

Valsalva maneuver and sus-
tained hand grip

N/R N/R N/R 0.58±0.14
for SBP and
0.57±0.13 for
DBP

[95]

9 SCG+PPG PTT(from the AO of SCG
to the foot of PPG)

Stationary biking with dif-
ferent intensities

N/R 3.3±9.2 N/R N/R [45]

13 SCG+PPG PTT(from the AO of SCG
to the foot of PPG)

Cold pressor N/R 2.91 N/R N/R [92]

25 ECG+PPG PAT(R peak of ECG and
peak of PPG)

N/R 7.77 4.96 N/R N/R [21]

23 ECG+PPG PTT(R-wave of ECG to
PPG)

N/R -0.3±3.1 N/R N/R BP SMM and BP
PTT was 0.983

[22]

14 ECG+PPG PTT(R peak of ECG and
peak of PPG)

recumbent, seated, stand-
ing, walking, cycling

N/R N/R N/R N/R [23]

6 Radar+ECG
+Bioim-
pedence

PTT(Rising Slope in
BioImp and the max 2nd
derivative of Radar)

exercise on a bicycle N/R N/R N/R -0.48 (p=0.0029) [67]

3 CW
Doppler
Radar

carotid-femoral PTT from
the central aortic pulse
wave

N/R 3±120 3±76 N/R N/R [69]

3 VPG+ECG PTT(R peak of ECG and
foot of VPG)

post-exercise (running) 9.48±7.13 N/R 4.48±3.29 -0.7163±0.0761
(p<0.05)

[71]

83 US+PPG*2 PWV (Distance from US,
Time delay from PPG peak
differences)

N/A N/A N/A N/A p<0.05 [79]

Abbreviations: # = number of subjects, ECG = Electrocardiogram, IPG = Impedance plethysmography, PCG = Phonocardiogram, BCG =
Ballistocardiograph, PPG = Photoplethysmogram, SCG = Seismocardiogram, VPG = Videoplethysmogram, US = Ultrasound, MPG =

Magneticplethsmogram, AO = The aortic valve opening (AO) in the SCG signal, PTT = pulse transit time, PWV = Pulse Wave Velocity, N/R = not reported,
SBP = systolic BP, DBP = diastolic BP, MAP = mean arterial pressure, 1 = MAE (mean absolute error BP), 2 = RMSE (root mean square error BP).
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single PPG waveform.

In terms of evaluation methods, metrics such as Pearson

correlation coefficient, ME, MSE, and RMSE are commonly

used in justifying the success and accuracy of a signal. Many

papers reviewed in Section II.C and II.D use these metrics

to evaluate the experimental results, as reported in Table 3.

Although these metrics are used to compare with each gold

standard presented in each experiment, the numbers cannot

be translated to evaluate various methods across different

researches due to different gold standards, experimental se-

tups, and databases. Standardization of such methods can

make comparisons between signals and methods much more

straightforward. This is a challenge since the developed

techniques have different conditions and parameters to check,

making regulating difficult to perform. Using a base check,

such as recording subjects at rest before exercising with the

device, then comparing to data from open-access databases

and inferring some correlations, can help with this effort;

however, there are still gaps of knowledge that require further

investigation to examine methods accurately. To bridge this

gap, machine learning may have the potential to discover

more correlations that PTT/PAT-based methods are not able

to infer.

A discrepancy discovered through this review is the num-

ber of patients used to validate methods varies greatly among

papers ranging from two to three subjects to over a hun-

dred (see Table 3). This makes comparing methods, even

ones using the same signal to derive cNIBP, difficult since

each group has different testing conditions and levels of

completeness for their project (i.e. prototype and clinical-

grade products). Methods using more subjects can address

a wider range of features presented in a larger sample pop-

ulation and thus could provide better accuracy for home-

based applications of cNIBP. However, when comparing the

Pearson coefficient values in reported literature, there are no

noticeable differences amongst methods with a high number

of subjects versus a few. The real evaluation of these methods

needs to be obtained through a different method to ascertain

how effective the proposed methods will be in the daily life.

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

PTT/PAT-based BP measurement is currently an active area

of research, and many groups have developed methods that

may help not only improve the accuracy of future PTT/PAT-

based cNIBP, but also actualize this concept to be applicable

in reality. In this session, we provide some anticipation

and recommendations for cNIBP monitoring in general and

PTT/PAT-based methods in specific, with the concentra-

tion on 1) measurement techniques improvement; 2) deep

learning-based BP estimation and signal de-noising with

single-site measurements; 3) the application of cNIBP on

medical research; 4) experimental setup, protocol develop-

ment, and validation procedure.

Measurement instrumental and algorithmic enhance-

ment: As aforementioned, ECG is the most commonly used

signal in the PTT/PAT-based BP monitoring. With the use

of conventional electrodes, such as Ag/AgCl electrodes, it

usually causes skin irritation and discomfort [24]. Moreover,

ECG is measured from the potential between two electrodes

across the two sides of the heart by long wire connected

to acquisition, which is not conveniently wearable. To ad-

dress this issue, non-contact electrodes (NCE) integrated in

a portable ECG device are an alternative solution, which

possesses some advantages: 1) it is immune to signal degra-

dation for long-term measurement; 2) it reduces setting up

time and increases the ease of use as it does not require skin

preparation [24].

Collecting multiple signals for the PTT/PAT-based mea-

surement is sometimes cumbersome, which mostly stems

from the unwieldiness of hardware setup and the inconsis-

tency of signals during the measurement. A potential so-

lution is to use only easily-obtainable signals like PPG to

precisely infer signals that require bulky setup like ECG,

given that both types of signals are directly synchronized

with human cardiac cycles. In [105], a machine learning-

based approach was proposed to estimate ECG parameters

and the ranges of RR, PR, QRS, and QT intervals based

on the extracted time and frequency domain features from

a fingertip PPG signal. The method achieved a 90% accuracy

on a benchmark hospital dataset having clean PPG signals.

Furthermore, the authors in [106] proposed a signal model

to linearly reconstruct the entire ECG from PPG waveforms.

The method reached a subject-wise accuracy of 98% in

averaged correlation on a benchmark dataset of subjects with

different ages and weights. Nevertheless, the method still

has reconstruction deficiencies in subject independent modes

and does not take into account the PTT. Therefore, rigorous

evaluations on a wide range of ECG morphologies and ab-

normalities in real-world settings, as well as evaluations that

consider the inferred PTT, are necessary. The success of this

research direction will further enable low-cost blood pressure

measurement for continuous and long-term monitoring.

Deep learning based BP estimation and signal denois-

ing with single-site measurements: Over the past few

years, the deep learning field [107] has witnessed tremen-

dous advancements due to data availability, computational

resources, and better training algorithms. Deep neural net-

works achieved state-of-the-art performance in a wide range

of tasks, including image classification, audio synthesis, and

machine translation. Deep learning adapts to represent hierar-

chical features at multiple network layers by the composition

of lower-level features into higher-level representation. It

automatically learns a complex function approximator to

map raw data inputs to desired outputs directly. With the

expressiveness of deep learning, several recent studies have

been proposed to estimate BP with cuffless devices using

only a single measurement, such as PPG, without depending

on hand-crafted features. In [108], an end-to-end approach

is proposed to estimate blood pressure from the pulse wave

signal. Without complicated feature extraction, a normalized

single pulse wave is fed into a deep neural network, which

consists of depth-separable convolutional layers and gated
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recurrent units in the recurrent layers. Their approach is

able to achieve the average absolute systolic BP error of

3.95 mmHg and the average absolute diastolic BP error of

2.14 mmHg on the MIMIC dataset. Similarly, Slapnvicar et

al. [109] proposed a deep learning method that takes into

account both temporal and frequency information contained

in the PPG waveform and its derivatives. The novel spectro-

temporal residual neural network attains mean absolute errors

of 9.43 for systolic and 6.88 for diastolic BP on the MIMIC-

III dataset.

Additionally, deep learning can be applied to improve sig-

nal quality. In real-world scenarios, the aforementioned mea-

surements are susceptible to various noises, such as baseline

wander, muscle artifact, and electrode motion, which poses

the need for effective noise-reduction methods. In [110],

a bidirectional recurrent denoising auto-encoder model is

proposed to not only denoise PPG but also provide wave-

form feature accentuation. Its performance on a large open

database of noise-augmented PPG improves signal-to-noise

ratio by 7.9 dB. Chiang et. al. [111] proposed a fully convo-

lutional autoencoder to denoise ECG. This is tested on noise-

added ECG signals from the MIT-BIT Arrhythmia database.

With an input SNR of -1 dB, the model can improve signal-

to-noise ratio by 15.49 dB.

Importantly, with the latest advances to make deep learn-

ing models more transparent by interpreting their decisions

[112], [113], these methods will become more trustworthy

and better adapted to clinical settings.

Applying cNIBP to uncover the relation between blood

pressure and infectious diseases: Recent advances in

machine learning and low-power wearable medical devices

have enabled remote and automated diagnoses via continuous

physiological monitoring. For instance, Jeong et al. [114]

suggested that the onset of COVID-19 in individuals could be

detected through continuous on-body sensing. Detecting in-

fectious diseases with non-invasive sensing is advantageous

over lab examinations (e.g., RT-PCR, and immunoassays) in

at least two aspects: safety and scalability. As the predictive

model matures, public health authorities can benefit from the

widespread availability of non-invasive health sensor signals,

including the recent addition of cNIBP.

Nevertheless, challenges need to be overcome to make on-

body sensing practical for COVID-19 detection. The most

critical one is to design soft-electronic sensors that can be in-

timately attached to the skin without irritable reactions [114].

According to Mueller et al. [115], COVID-19 is 23× more

likely to lead to death in cohorts older than 65 years old. The

fragiliy of elderly skin adds an additional constraint to the

sensors. The PDMS-based tonometric BP sensors designed

by Kim et al. [116], and Huang et al. [117] both addressed

skin conformity and non-irritability.

It is still an open research question on whether (high)

blood pressure has an effect on the progression of COVID-

19 infection. Kario et al. [118] highlights that patients with

hypertension are known to have higher risks to develop

severe symptoms during COVID-19 infection. However, it

is still unclear whether hypertension (or its medication such

as Renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) inhibitors

[119]) is a direct cause to the exacerbation of COVID-19

symptoms. We hope the wider availability of cNIBP sensors

can shed lights on these medical inquiries.
Usability, acquisition techniques, and experimental

standards improvements: As garnered from this review,

there are an abundant amount of methods using PTT, PAT,

or PWV-based calculations to estimate SBP and DBP non-

invasively. This includes experimental setups using only one

type of signal (e.g., two PPG signals or two VPG signals) or

a hybrid of proximal and distal signals (e.g., PPG and ECG).

Many of these techniques are developed into or are in the

process of being adapted into cuff-less wearables that will

make continuously measuring blood pressure more feasible

in remote and home-based healthcare. However, in order for

this vision to be fulfilled, future research in this field needs

to center around creating devices that address the following

suggestions:

1) The product must be user-friendly in design (e.g.,

wearable and small).

2) To use the device accurately, no complex medical

training is needed.

3) The recorded blood pressure must account for motion

artifacts from daily life (e.g., walking and working) and

be able to filter out this noise in the acquired signal.

4) To improve accuracy, investigate using more than 2

sensors as well as different distal signal configurations.

5) More regions of interests need to be investigated for

each signal (e.g., many PPG sensors configurations

record predominately at the finger while using a leg is

possible and potentially more advantageous).

6) The experiments need to include more a more sub-

stantial amount of tests subjects (e.g., greater than 50)

that are diverse in age and with health conditions (e.g.,

hypertensive or pregnant).

7) The gold standard for verifying blood pressure acquisi-

tion needs to be more uniformed between experiments

(e.g., use invasive method such as volume clamp to

confirm results).

8) Integrate these devices with smartphones for recording

blood pressure and facilitating better incorporation into

consumer life.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we reviewed 1) various sensor technologies

that enable cNIBP monitoring and 2) recent state-of-the-art

approaches related to PTT/PAT-based BP estimation. From

the proximal and distal waveforms, we highlight the pros

and cons of different signal combinations that could derive

PTT or PWV information in cuff-less settings. Using PTT or

PWV reveals the importance of considering the pre-ejection

period, the physical properties of the artery, and the physi-

ological factors of the user to obtain accurate hemodynamic

estimations. Additionally, this review also addresses different

technical challenges, such as the need for frequent calibration
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and the susceptibility to motion artifacts, that all need to be

overcome before PTT/PAT-based methods can be readily ap-

plied to routine diagnosis procedures. Furthermore, the lack

of large scale cNIBP datasets creates an additional barrier for

data scientists who crave to develop general signal processing

algorithms. We have determined limitations of wave propaga-

tion methods, signal-to-noise ratio, and calibration issues can

be addressed by machine learning methods. In brief, future

breakthroughs of cNIBP monitoring will most likely call for

collaborative efforts from biomedical engineering, computer

science, electrical engineering, and medical disciplines. We

are hopeful that home-based, intelligent, and continuous BP

monitoring would be achieved in the near future. Through

advancements of cNIBP sensing, the cost of care can be

significantly reduced, and our patients’ quality of life could

be greatly.
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